ROSTEK CONCEALABLE
MONORAIL SYSTEM

CONCEALABLE TRACKS

TRACK TYPE

RS110

RS162

DIMENSIONS

110mm x 74mm

162mm x 76mm

WEIGHT

5.4 kg/m

8.0 kg/m

BENDING RADIUS

637mm, and over 2000mm

638mm and over 3000mm

2.0 m – 2.5 m

3.0 m – 5.0 m

TYPICAL BRACKET
SPACING
FASTENING

With two Special Rostek Stainless Steel M16 Bolts for each bracket.
From the top of the track

COLOUR

Anodised or Powder Coated in standard RAL Colour

DESCRIPTION

RS110 and RS162 concealable tracks are used for Rostek monorail
systems. They are designed to support suspended access equipment
according to EN1808 and gantries. It is possible to conceal the track into
the ceiling or the soffit of a building. Both of the tracks are fastened to
brackets from the top. Only Rostek trolleys can be used with the Rostek
Concealable tracks.
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RS110-M
Product code: N000539

TRACK TYPE

RS110, RS162

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

500 kg

DIMENSIONS

161mm x 228mm x 61mm

MATERIAL

Stainless Steel

TOTAL WEIGHT

4.3 kg

DESCRIPTION

RS110-M is used for Rostek concealable tracks. It is used to support
suspended access equipment according to EN1808 and gantries. The
trolley is moved by pulling from the track, pushing from the facade or
moving from the ground level. It is equipped with two suspension
holes, one for the suspension wire and one for the safety wire. Further
it allows travelling around corners for which the cradle should be on
the ground level. The parking brake is built into the trolley. RS110-M
has been designed and tested according to EN1808.
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RS110-E
Product code: R005946

TRACK TYPE

RS110, RS162

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

500kg

DIMENSIONS

410mm x 290mm x 280mm

TOTAL WEIGHT

13 kg

MATERIAL

Stainless steel and anodized aluminium

POWER SUPPLY

3 phase, 400V/50Hz, Power Supply from BMU cradle

TRAVERSE SPEED

6.0 m/min

DESCRIPTION

The motorized trolley RS110-E is used for Rostek concealable
monorails. It is used to support suspended access equipment
according to EN1808 and gantry. The trolley is moved by controls from
the cradle and is equipped with two suspension holes, one for the
suspension wire and one for the safety wire. Further it allows travelling
around corners, for which the cradle should be on ground level. The
trolley can be delivered with a one way, a two way limit switch or
without a limit switch. The trolley has been designed and tested
according to EN1808.
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RS110-S
Product code: N000740

TRACK TYPE

RS110, RS162

WORKING LOAD LIMIT

500kg

DIMENSIONS

455mm x 266mm x 1873mm

TOTAL WEIGHT

36 kg

MATERIAL

HDG Steel / Stainless Steel

STANDARD LENGHTS

Susp. wire dist. 1700mm, Trolley dist. 1300mm/1100mm/1000mm

POWER SUPPLY

3 phase, 400V/50Hz, Power Supply from BMU cradle

TRAVERSE SPEED

6.0 m/min

DESCRIPTION

The spreader bar trolley is a special trolley assembly which can be used
to travel a 2-hoist BMU platform around a building corner in the air
without touching the facade. Depending on the distance between
track and facade, the distance between the trolleys is between 1.0m –
1.3m. The bracket span should be checked for each project
individually. The spreader bar trolley is equipped with two limit
switches or without limit switches and designed and tested according
to EN1808 regulations.
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TURNTABLES
Rostek Concealed track lines can be equipped with special turntables to create intersections of 3 or
4 tracks. Turntables enable the design of much more complicated track lines which means better
accessibility. Both RS110 and RS162 turn tables can be operated manually from inside of the Rostek
BMU cradle. Turntables are designed and tested according to EN1808 regulations.
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